Fake or Real? New App Sets the Record
Straight
DETROIT, Mich., Feb. 2, 2016 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — The
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The RuReal™ App scans 14 billion images on the Internet while millions are
being added daily. If an image has been used elsewhere or altered, this app
reveals where it’s been used, along with its origination.
Simon Gojcaj, president, U.S. Publications, Inc., says that RuReal will
detect fakes from the get-go.
“It can help its users in a number of ways,” Gojcaj says. “It deters bullies
and cyberstalkers and can detect if a product is a fake or not. Basically, if
it looks too good to be true, it likely is.”
For example, Gojcaj tested the app out on a photo of a 2004 Mercedes Benz
that was posted on CraigsList. It looked like it was in excellent condition
and the price was unreal. It turns out the car was unreal too as RuReal
immediately recognized it as a fake. The image had been cropped and altered
and had originated from another site.
So, how does it work? Users browse one or multiple images and then save them
to their mobile device. Next, they open the RuReal app and search from their
saved images. The app does the rest and results are immediate.
RuReal will show true results unless the images are original and not used
elsewhere.
It’s also a good way for people to see if, where and how their images are
being used.
Available on iTunes and GooglePlay, it’s compatible with iPhones, iPads and
Android devices. The first 20 searches are free. To date, customers have
rated it a five-star app.
Watch a short video (YouTube): https://youtu.be/pj2UW-ca7xc.
RuReal is available on iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/rureal/id1061529595 and Google Play:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=smartfunstudios.imagesearch.
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* Photo Caption: The RuReal App scans 14 billion images on the Internet to
help spot fakes.
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